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ABSTRACT 

 
Security is major candidate of vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) for avoid collisions and unexpected events such as Perilous road 

topographies, Anomalous traffic, Vulnerability of collision, Crash impending, Emergency retort,  and Incident befell that triggers the 

challenges to mitigate the  security attacks. In this paper we presents a survey on security concerns issues in VANET, the applications such 
as Intelligent Transportation applications (ITA) and comfort applications, and the requirements of open nature network such as 

Confidentiality-Integrity- and-Authentication (CIA), Availability, Privacy and Nonrepudiation based on Intrusion Detection Systems 

(IDS). We analyze the performance of IDS techniques such as Signature base, Anomaly Base and specification Base IDS, and gives the 
classification of IDS techniques. Finally we introduce a security architecture for VANET in twofold first root level that categorized into 

manufacture, insurance and vendors and the second is leaf level that categorized into academics and commercial for VANET is proposed 

to mitigate the security attacks which can be help to develop the prevention measure systems.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The Vehicular-adhoc-network (VANET) [1, 2] 

similar approach like MANT design, which allowing 

the vehicles for transmission within A2A 

(Automobile-to-Automobile), A2I (Automobile-to-

infrastructure), and A2X (Automobile-to-all), 

VANET is infrastructure less network brings the 

security challenges in mean of alert to neighboring, 

as well trade the possible comfort services during the 

campaign on the road. due the infrastructure less 

nature network, the vulnerabilities of VANET are not 

limited, the vehicles those have malicious attitude 

can be produce serious threads to the network as well 

its neighbors, to make it proper and functional mean 

of VANET an cryptography and authentication is 

promising candidate as well the behavioral base 

threads to compare the variation by captured vehicle 

by IDS [3] can be monitor and analyze the vehicles 

behavior / unusual activates , the IDS is consist 

device / software base application to monitor and 

analyze data / packets during passing through 

network. 

 VANET technology introduced comfort 

environment for drivers during the campaign on the 

road such as parking-lot, fuel-refill, advisory-

journey, and vital applications of internet for instance 

music trading, online-gaming, vehicle-online-

maintenance and so on [4] as the birth of these 

applications the security may be helpless if malicious 

vehicle alert the data / packet [5], the possibility of 

attacks grounds the traffic-jams, circulate the bogus 

alert, fraud the positioning information, fake-data, 

violate identification such as Sybil attack, Denial-of-

service-attacks (DoS) and hardware-tampering [6]. In 

this article, we shall classify the IDS according to 

their techniques, in addition the security concerns are 

discussed, a security architecture for VANET is 
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proposed which introduced the Root level and leaf 

level concept for security concerns in mean of 

prevent against attacks and challenges regarding 

security.  

 This article is prearranged as follows: in the 

Section 2 synopsis of VANET.  In the section 3 

inventories the relevant security concerns. In the 

section 4 discusses architecture IDS. In Section-5, 

IDS techniques are discusses and presented the all 

possible techniques. And in Section-6, proposed 

security architecture for VANET is presented and 

finally conclusion of the present work. 

 

2. Overview of VANET: 

 Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) 

aim to transfer data and short communication latency 

within short range, in the year 1999, the U.S Federal-

Comm:-Commission owed 75 MHz spectrum at 5.9 

MHz, in the year 2003, AmericanSociety Testing-

Materials (ASTM) initiate the standard ASTMDSRC 

is based on IEEE802.11a at PHY-Layer and 802.11 

at MAC-Layer [7]. In the Year 2004, FCC issued 

service and licensing policy which oversee the 

DSRC. Usage policy is established under FCC [8]. 

The spectrum is distributed into seven channels each 

one is 10MHz. In Japan and Europe the radio 

frequency is 5.8 GHz band in USA 5.9 GHz band, 

the Channel Separation in Japan and Europe 5 MHz 

and in USA 10 MHz. The Coverage in Japan 30 

meters, in Europe 15–20 meters and in USA 1000 

meters (max) [9, 7, 10]. The ASTM 2313 panel 

handover the DSRC to IEEE802.11p Wireless-

Access Vehicular-Environments (WAVE) [11], is a 

standard that can be globally assume the worldwide. 

The complexity and operational function concerned 

to DSRC are operated by the upper layer of the 

IEEE1609 standards, IEEEP1609.1 [12] define the 

usage of applications that employ WAVE, the 

security protocols introduced in IEEEP1609.2 [13], 

and the network-layer protocol introduced in 

P1609.3IEEE [14]. WAVE utilizes Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM).  

 

2.1. On board equipment: 

 On-board equipment is embedded into each 

vehicle to make it intelligent and enables it to 

communicate [15, 16]. As well each vehicle consist 

of other equipment‟s such as, An Event Data 

Recorder (EDR) that is used to record the 

transmission of all messages either send or receive 

and events those happened during the drive on the 

road, a Global-Position-System (GPS) receiver is 

used to communicates the topographical position, 

speed, track, acceleration and deceleration at 

specified time intervals, radars and specific sensors 

that are used to enable observation in the vehicle 

environment, an omnidirectional antenna which is 

use for access wireless channels, and an Electronic 

License Plate (ELP) is embedded in every vehicle 

during the assembly of vehicle parts in 

manufacturing industry, ELP is use for investigation 

purpose, when if needed and priority is given to 

official order or police investigation [17]. 

 

2.2. Road side communication Domain: 

 Law-Enforcement-Authorities (LEAs), 

Regional-Transportation-Authorities (RTAs), 

Network-Authorities (NAs), and roadside 

infrastructure consist of boundary RSUs for 

pseudonym administration, the regular RSUs is used 

for to enable Internet access and vehicles [17,18]. It 

is administrated by third party such as service 

providers, a service providers run business with RTA 

to enable access infrastructure. In general, vehicular 

network consists of three type of communication, 

A2A, A2I and I2A. in A2A all vehicles are enables 

to communicate with each other within radio range, 

for example when if an accident happed in a same 

region, it transmit the message within other vehicles 

to provides useful information for purpose as 

suggestion to change direction or alternative road to 

avoid congestion, as well useful information can be 

exchange such as fuel stations, parking lot, restaurant 

and so on. Furthermore A2A can be divided into 

single-hope and multi-hope, where all safety 

messages done through single-hope while non-safety 

messages done through multi-hope communication 

[19]. In A2I communication exchange the safety and 

operational messages amongst vehicles and roads 

infrastructure which are cooperative to prevent the 

critical situations such as collision, congestion, road 

condition, wheels condition, over tracking, change 

line, and so on. A2I communication enables to all 

types of vehicles and roads to inform them high risk 

and situations in advance concluded the absorption of 

algorithms are used for data trade amongst vehicles 

as well infrastructure. The deployment of traffics 

signals organization to alert the Signal-Phase-and-

Timing (SPAT) ability to inform vehicles through 

deliver a safety warning to slow down acceleration 

[20]. In I2V communication helps to drivers such as 

traffic information, road moving condition, to 

accurate mean of usage the verity of other protocols 

possibly help to maximize the throughput, as 

Medium Access Control (MAC) [21] or WiMAX 

802.16e provides a trustworthy end-to-end link [22] 

or cooperative policies for low power ad hoc 

transmission among vehicles and infrastructure [23], 

the figure 1 shown the VANET communication. 

 

2.3. VANET Applications: 

 The VANET Application are in twofold, the first 

is Intelligent Transport-Application (ITS) and second 

is verity of Luxury Applications [24], the ITA consist 

of Transport-safety-Applications (TSA) and 

Transport-Efficiency-Applications (TEA), ITS main 

role is to prevent and avoid vehicle accidents [25], 

we can discuss the TSA that are concerned to 

emergency and safety related situations while TEA 

concerned with more prevention. And comfort 
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applications switch to internet entertainment for 

drivers, these applications provides requested 

information and entertainment requested from 

vehicles [26]. The government and industries made 

an agreement on eight applications in presence of 

Vehicle-Safety-Communication (VSC) [27] the eight 

highlighted TSA are 1.Traffic-Signals Violation-

Warning [28], 2. Curve-Speeds Warnings [29], 3. 

EmergencyElectronic Brake Light, 4. PreCrash 

Warning [30], 5. Cooperative Crash Warning [31], 6. 

Left Move Assistant, 7. Direction Change Alert [32], 

8. Break Sign Drive Assistance [33]. 

 

RSU

RSU

 
Fig. 1: VANET Communication. 

 

3. Security Concerns: 

 VANET is new product in the market of ad hoc 

networks due to unique features of VANET the 

security issues are discussing as current research, 

where government and industries trying to reduce 

security issues to make it accurate and useable, in 

general a malicious can alter the data that cause to 

accident, congestion, and network overhead so it is 

essential to confirm that information cannot be 

alerted by malicious. The main security requirements 

are discussed in [17, 34], the security concern 

requirements as following. 

 

3.1. Vital Confidentiality: 

 Confidentiality refers user‟s profile, vehicle 

identity [35] during the communication among 

vehicle or infrastructure, the outsider is not capable 

to read or understand confidential information, this 

can be achieve by employing cryptographic 

algorithms that can make secure the confidential 

information of each vehicle [36,37,38], in V2I 

communication attached to the Message 

Authentication code (MAC) for authentication 

purpose [39]. 

 

3.2. Vital Integrity: 

 Integrity is most common issue to claim as an 

owner of a property in order to identify the data or 

message is not altered before send and receives, 

integrity protect the data or messages from 

unauthorized participants, to achieve accurate 

integrity the system or protocols must prevent attacks 

those alerting data or messages since the contents of 

data or messages must be trusted [40], the outsiders 

exhortation from injecting the data or messages 

through authentication [37], for example the Sybil 

attack participate into the network by holding 

multiple identities. 

 

3.3. Vital Authentication: 

 Each vehicle must be authenticated in order to 

participate into network, before observation of any 

message or events a vehicle must be hold 

authorization of the message so can recognize the 

normal and abnormal vehicle into the network. 

Without authorization an attacker vehicle cause to 

switch false information circulate into network and 

puzzled other vehicles as well generate the network 

overhead by false information due to selfishness, get 

illegal access and so on. Many of vehicular industries 

trying to fix this problem in order to each vehicle 

must hold a unique identification that can help to 

identify the sender and receiver. 

 

3.4. Vital Availability: 

 To defining availability according to VANET 

that enables to vehicles and RSU to transmit the 

safety and non-messages as well different type of 

applications are used within range so vehicular 

network must be available all the time to response its 

participants, because the DoS can be trigger when if 

non availability in order to use it accurate and 

operational, the services and protocols must prevent 

against possible verity attacks, the communication 

domain must be available and reliable otherwise an 

attacker possibly generate the DoS attack. DoS 

attacks disturb / misuse the other vehicles leading to 

failure communication into network within range. 

The network as well applications must be remains 

operational while in the presence of attacker or faults 
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conditions. Therefore a real time approaches are 

demanding for possible applications those used in 

VANET [41].  

 

3.5. Vital Privacy: 

 Vehicle privacy is top important challenge in 

VANET as malicious track the owner identification 

and use against to modification or follow driver 

routine activities to spy, as participants not willing to 

share their personal information that can be 

accessible by other vehicles, the attacker try to get 

drivers information such as speed, acceleration, time, 

and communication among the other vehicles and 

infrastructure to use it for possible plan of attack or 

misbehave. 

 

3.6. Vital Non-Repudiation: 

 It is defined as owners who denied from its 

property such as when a vehicle circulate a data or 

message into network and that data or message cause 

of an unexpected event or accident, the vehicle must 

not be able to deny sent that data or message, in 

order to make accurate investigation purpose to sum-

up the owner identification that cause an unexpected 

event, the non-repudiation aim  is to produce 

undeniable evidence when if any vehicle claimed any 

unexpected event or solve the disputes among 

vehicles and RSU, it dependable on authentication 

within produce solid proof in order to identify the 

malicious who cannot to deny from unexpected 

events or crime [42]. To resolve this issue a Tamper 

Proof Device (TPD) that stores (speed, time, route 

and unexpected events) all possible proofs and it can 

retrieve such data as official use as well police 

investigation [40, 43]. 

 

4. Architecture IDS: 

4.1. Standalone: 

 Standalone architecture is more used into 

commercial purpose such as watchdog, each node 

detect the malicious independently by IDS which is 

running on each node. It is strictly avoid data 

exchange and cooperation among the IDS's on the 

network. Each node has no updates about the other 

nodes so no alteration happens in network. 

 

4.2. Cooperative and distributed: 

 Vehicular network is designed as distributed 

character so all participants need to cooperate, this 

architecture can be categorized Trust-based-

Cooperative IDS, Agent-based-Cooperative IDS and 

Layered-based-Cooperative IDS. The design of this 

architecture depends on cooperation from each 

participants in order to trigger intrusion detection and 

stroke will be execute by IDS-Agent on each 

participant. The IDS-Agent focuses on data assembly 

and all local events in order to perform independent 

response to each of them as well perform the 

detection. Similarly through neighboring IDS-Agent 

cooperate (when if there is not any credible evidence 

present in globally) with each other to perform 

intrusion detection. The main reason of cooperative 

and distributed is to use wide range globally for 

detection purpose because of this reason each 

vehicles need to allow IDS-Agent reside on them 

independently and accommodatingly take 

responsibility to measure intrusion detection globally 

[44]. In additional it is notified there is no 

quantification, if a vehicle participate to measure 

intrusion with a weak indication or non-satisfactory 

evidence, it will transfer or refer to seek of 

cooperative global intrusion detection cycle, else if a 

vehicle detect the intrusion with Proof of satisfactory 

evidence or witness, that can exclusively consider as 

an attack on the network. This architecture 

hypersensitive to attacks from Byzantine vehicles 

which may individually present the false claim from 

a normal vehicle with satisfactory evidence. 

 

4.3. Hierarchical: 

 The hierarchical IDS [3,45] architecture is a 

multi-layered, wireless sensor nodes, as in the 

VANET there all vehicles participating as senor 

node, in this approach every sensor node divided into 

groups, each group participating through cluster-head 

that determined by a cooperative algorithm between 

sensor nodes. In this type of architecture IDS aim to 

decrease the cooperation between sensor nodes 

through dividing the network into cluster. The sensor 

node is responsible to alert about malicious to the 

cluster-head, in order to reporting about detection 

alert to cluster-head when if a sensor node or cluster-

member failed to detection a malicious, the cluster-

head is behave like an administrator who take care of 

its own network by viewing possible or pre-defined 

algorithms for detection purpose, while the detection-

agent is distributed in the network sensor nodes, each 

one alerts hierarchical manner. 

 

5. IDS Techniques: 

 IDS techniques can be classifies in three types, 

1. Signature base or misuse 2. Anomaly base and 3. 

Specification base is classified in figure 2, the detail 

synopsis of each technique is following. 

 

5.1. Signature Based: 

5.1.1. Symmetric-key Approaches: 

 The author Burmester[46] proposed a hybrid 

system which used the symmetric and public-key to 

provide the security which concerned with 

authentication confidentiality and privacy 

preservation for VANET. The hybrid system 

highlight twofold communication the first is called 

pair-wise and the second is called group-

communication. 
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Fig. 2: IDS Techniques Classification. 

 

5.1.2. Public-key Approaches: 

 The author Hubaux et al [47] used the public-

key cryptography in order to provide authentication 

every vehicle use the Electronic license plates (ELP), 

method of tracking vehicles by their ELP, it used the 

ELP in vehicular communication, in additional 

author highlighted the privacy protocol which is 

responsible to protect the confidential information 

such as participant‟s personal profile and advised 

some possible submissions that can use the ELP, in 

order to maintain privacy preservation it suggest that 

privacy  running environments/protocol must be 

established on secrecy arrangements, that possibly 

hide the link among participants info and some 

outsiders. The author Raya et al [41] proposed two 

novel hardware in VANET, one is Event-Data-

Recorder (EDR), and the EDR is responsible to 

record all events happened during the campaign on 

the road, and the second is the Tamper-Proof-

Hardware (TPH), and the TPH gives the capabilities 

to perform the cryptographic operations this 

hardware is designed for cryptographic mean. It 

highlights that this system provides the 

authentication, authorization and accountability 

because of EDR that record the all evidence which 

can be retrieve when needed. 

 

5.1.3. Identity-Based Cryptography: 

 Identity based cryptography consist of twofold 

schemes first is publickey cryptography (PKC) and 

the second is Symmetrickey Cryptography (SKC). 

According to many of researchers argue base on the 

nature of VANET these schemes are not best choice 

for security purposes because of VANET is 

infrastructure-less nature, therefore the PKC is not 

good choice due to requirements of public-

keyInfrastructure (PKI) which is accountable to 

disputes of key sharing as well accountable for its 

administration. Due to quick response is required in 

VANET and the delay cannot entertain in 

communication the SKC considered as a not a good 

choice [48]. 

 

5.1.4. Mathematical-Based Cryptography: 

 Cryptography is much base on mathematical 

concepts, theories, number theories and possible 

mathematical concepts [49, 50] there are many terms 

are used their major part is based on mathematical 

terms, some of mathematical concepts such as Roots 

of Unity [51], Cyclic Groups [52], Group-Generator, 

Group-Order [53], Abelian Groups [54]. 

 

5.2. Anomaly Based: 

5.2.1. Knowledge Base: 

 Signature Analysis: this is the most common 

type of IDS which contain an internal Database to 

match the traffic pattern called signature and mark 

the packet as normal or malicious the major types of 

signature analysis are string matching, session aware 

string matching, context based signature, protocol 

decodes analysis, traffic analysis, and Heuristic 

Analysis. 

 Expert System: The expert system contains 

interface-machine, human-machine interface, 

predictor, knowledge-base and so on. It enables the 

administrator to detect malicious bases on rules and 

policy that are predefined as well behavior is known 

by pattern matching to compare the event either 
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normal or malicious. It employee by knowledge 

based rules and policy. It is flexible to use for 

signature and ABIDS, the methods that are used in 

expert system such as Wisdom & Sense [55],  AT & 

T‟s Computer Watch [56], Model-based reasoning 

[57]. 

 

5.2.2. Data Mining Base: 

 Clustering; Clustering method subdivided into 

two basic types, i.e. member-clustering and central-

clustering. It is an unsupervised learning method to 

find the structure or pattern in unlabeled-data. 

Generally K-means clustering employee to divide the 

normal and attacker data. The most clustering 

approaches are Density, Grid, and Model based and 

Partitioning, Hierarchy methods [58].  

 Classification: Classification aim is to learn from 

the class-label, predicting class, training set hold 

labels. During the data inspection, it is used to verify 

the predetermined results. Combination of two 

techniques for structure tree top-down and bottom-

top structure. Normally ID3 & C4.5 algorithm which 

are for decisionTree, and the tree is structured in top 

to bottom way. Decision-tree structure is a predictor 

of category to recognize belongings [59]. 

 

5.2.3. Statistical Base: 

 Bayesian: It is a probabilistic-graphical-model 

medium among variable of concentration, which is 

using fuzzy expert-knowledge into expert-systems. A 

Bayesian network is used for IDS by combining with 

statistical methods [60]. Some of Bayesian 

algorithms [61] are widely used such as Naïve 

Bayesian classifier, adaptive Bayesian algorithms, 

etc. Most of researchers proposed technique base on 

learning Bayesian-network from the data, this 

technique is still evolving and notified effectual for 

some data analysis problem,  

 Fuzzy logic: The Fuzzy-logic system is divided 

into three units: variables, rules and sets in a 

complete system a smaller part is embedded that is 

fuzzy-logic which deals the large input-parameters 

and approximation of the input-data. Data mining 

helps to reduce the size of contribution data-set and 

enable topographies that underlines the malicious 

traffic. Fuzzy-logic is more suitable to highlight the 

network anomalies. Fuzzy-logic is favorable to 

maintain boundaries between normality and 

abnormality and response an alarm based on different 

situations. Dickerson et al., proposed the Intrusion 

measure which named Fuzzy intrusion recognition 

engine (FIRE) which use the fuzzy sets as well rules 

[62]. Sujatha et al. [63] proposed intrusion measure 

which named FBRM for detection of insider 

malicious in MANET. 

 Neural network: The statistical base technique is 

most widely used to measure the intrusion, the neural 

network is considered as an alternate of statistical 

measure technique for detection the malicious in 

expert system [64]. The different neural network can 

be employed for anomaly based detection measure 

such as Multi-layered perceptron, generalized feed 

forward, radial function, Self-organizing map and 

Principal module analysis. The well-known 

architecture of neural network is, 1. Supervised 

training algorithm (learning phase of the desired 

output for given pattern). 2. Unsupervised training 

algorithm (learning phase without specific desired 

output). 

 

5.2.4. Machine learning Base: 

 Threshold Metric: To identify anomaly data 

through the comparison base on observation by 

predefined threshold. This model is based on defined 

assumption, an alarm is alert the anomalies base on 

the observation defined period of time. For example 

a login procedure a password attempt more than 

three times the alarms will rise. In [65] the threshold 

algorithm that analysis the traffic of network, the 

amount of SYN concluded a threshold and concluded 

a specified interval. In [66] discussed two types of 

algorithm. 1. Simple threshold algorithm 

(Simple Min algorithm, Simple Max-Min algorithm 

and Simple Average algorithm). 2. Cumulative sum 

algorithm (Cumulative sum Min algorithm, 

Cumulative sum Max-Min algorithm and Cumulative 

sum average algorithm. 

 Time series model: In the time series approach 

the intrusion measurement is done by assessment of 

time and array. The assumption in the time series is 

focuses on probability of and unexpected event is 

calculated as low probability, in conclude that event 

considers as abnormal. The time series approach is 

capable to design a time based activities of the users 

[67]. Most of data mining techniques are involved in 

the time series such as frequent-episodes, outlining, 

sequence-analysis, classification and clustering etc. 

 

5.3. Specification Based: 

5.3.1. Decentralized Approach: 

 Silva et al. [68] is the one of who introduced this 

approach to bring the idea of decentralized IDS is 

based on predefined rules, this approach base on 

three models 1. Data acquisition, 2. Rule application 

and 3. Detection model. In this approach for 

detection the IDS lot of work has done such as the 

authors [69, 70 , 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77] follow 

different techniques  for example group-based and 

collaborative for IDS the patterns and signatures of 

malicious, for instance the author, Bhuse et al. [77] 

proposed a specification based technique to detect 

the Sybil attacks, in order to detect the Sybil attack 

this method have two parts, the first one is mutual 

guarding and the second is SRP. 

 

5.3.2. Hybrid System Approach: 

 The specification based aim to combine the 

misuse detection and specification detection together, 

the author Hai et al. [78] proposed the hybrid IDS 

that consists on twofold combination, first is 
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anomaly measure and the second is misuse measure 

detection techniques, the major focuses of this 

approach is to measure the intrusion those nature 

wise in routing-attacks on the network. In this 

techniques have predefined rules such as integrity 

specified instruction, packet suspension specified 

instruction, radio broadcasting range stated rule and 

packet-interval specified rule for misuse detection 

purpose. After accurate performance of proposed 

work the same author updates along with others [79, 

80, 81]. It extend the methods by using two-hop 

neighbor knowledge for prevent the same as before 

routing attacks. Yan et al. [82] proposed similar 

hybrid technique, the additional update in this 

technique uses the neural network back propagation 

network (BPN) into anomaly detection phase. The 

working of this method consists on check the 

abnormalities, if any abnormality detects then it 

switch to misuse detection model for audit purpose 

into decision making model, the audit is done by the 

switching with BPN. 

 

6. Proposed Security Architecture for VANET: 

 The proposed security architecture consists of 

two-levels, one is Root level and second is Leaf 

level, in root level security concern on top level 

solutions such as challenges like authentication and 

authorization as well cryptographic solution. And in 

leaf level security concern on middle level solution, 

such as regulate applications, guarantee of 

applications, vehicle on road things such as vehicle 

speed, vehicle location, and vehicle events, in this 

level the commercial and academics are highlighted. 

The proposed security architecture is shown in figure 

3. 

 

SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

Root Level Leaf Level

Manufactures Insurance Vendors Academics Commercial

Cryptographic

Authentication

Authorization

Privacy

Signature base 

IDS

Reputational 

Trust

Data Integrity

Anomaly base 

IDS

Cooperative & 

Distributed 

IDS

Verify 

Applications

Licensing

  
Fig. 3: Security architecture. 

 

6.1. Root level: 

 At assembly level the security concerns on 

material such as OBU, GPS, EDR, vehicle assembly 

parts such as mechanical things, and antennas etc. To 

make them trustable could be manufacture in Trusted 

Platform Module (TPM) [83], TPM consist of a 

hardware which can run on software infrastructure 

and suitable to prevent and feed the data in shielded 

assigned track [84]. In level one can deal for 

authentication concerns which can be divided into 

Manufacture, Insurance and Venders, for instance all 

users must be authenticated from their resources in 

the system to participate in the network by avoiding 

unauthorized users, the unauthorized participants 

should not get access into VANET. The insurance 

can be play a vital role into authentication for 

instance each vehicle get insurance to become a 

trusted candidate as paying the huge amount to 

insurance purposes, the insurance organizations can 

be set up a data-base which gives help to build a 

cryptographically base system for authorization and 

venders can be employee to verify the property, the 

property consist on material that are used in network 

[85], this can be help to prevent against the fake 

information for instance a person‟s house close to 

road and it participate in network by its own resource 

like laptop, ipaid and so on so it necessary to verify 

the equipment those are participating in network. 

 The transmission between A2A, A2I to maintain 

integrity and authentication, the method in literature 

for instance digital-signature with the available 

public-key infrastructure in vehicular, where each 

one would holds a piece of public / private key which 

use for sign the secure and safety transmission [86]. 
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In this level each vehicle make sure as well network 

that there is no anomaly message receives / send. 

This level provide the owners privacy in network. 

 

6.1. Leaf level: 

 This is a great business opportunity to provide 

security satisfactory in VANET, each vehicle must 

be maintain the trust between the other vehicles as 

well  in network where a plausibility check system 

[87] and reputation system [88] must be employee, 

for instance the reputation systems consists of 

vehicle speed, vehicle direction, and vehicle events, 

etc., communication must be regulate base on trust 

level that concerning the security requirements, when 

if there is no any indication of trust level it will not 

entertain in network. There is lot of application 

which can be design as commercial purpose into 

VANET, for instance travel guide software, 

navigation and so on which must be verify from 

venders to create a trust between other participates, 

and as current academics is evolving to provide 

security concerns. Moreover in this level the 

guarantee must be verify from insurance as fulfill the 

requirement of non-repudiation. 

 

Conclusion: 

 In this article we study the comprehensive state 

of the art review on Vehicular network security 

concerns, and addressing the IDS in VANET, which 

comprise the architecture IDS along with signature 

Base IDS, Anomaly Based IDS, and Specification 

Based IDS. In addition, the VANET related 

applications is presented, possible security issues like 

security requirements in VANET is presented, and 

finally IDS security concern architecture solution 

proposed base on literature is pointed out. 

 The proposed security architecture can improve 

security in VANET by develop the prevention 

measure systems, the root level is basic of each 

vehicle that consist manufacture deal with all 

equipment‟s such as OBU, ELP and possible 

hardware kits of vehicle, the insurance, in general 

deal by third party of vehicle industry which can be 

employ into security concern such as authorization 

and privacy must be done from insurance companies 

that are capable to hire a database which mean to 

financial investment and vendors deal with 

reputational trust, data integrity and signature base 

IDS as the data integrity is most important part in 

VANET, which can be cause for high risk if alert in 

data so data integrity can be done from vendors. And 

the leaf level consists of academics which ongoing 

research on anomaly base IDS and cooperative and 

distributed IDS the other one is commercial which 

deal the licensing and verification of applications. 
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